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Considering Change and Context in the Preservation of Road Landscapes  
 
Heidi Hohmann 
Iowa State University 
 
Abstract 
The literature of cultural landscapes contains abundant road studies by Jackson, Clay, and 
others. However, the actual preservation of transportation corridors poses numerous 
challenges, most of which stem from their long and narrow character: although 
preservation of a road’s structures (roadbed, curbs and culverts) may be straightforward 
due to their relative simplicity and the road’s jurisdiction under a single agency, 
preservation of the corridor context is usually more difficult, due to its vast expanse, 
myriad stakeholders, and rapid change. Situated in larger social and environmental 
networks of communication and transportation and affected by rapid technology change, 
roads are “fast change” landscapes, their use, experience and character evolving over 
time. Given such changes how can preservation be accomplished—or justified—over the 
long distances of transportation corridors?  Four case studies from the United States 
explicate preservation challenges at local, regional and national scales.  Discussion of 
parkways, scenic byways, and highways describes preservation approaches that permit 
ongoing transformation and evolution of these resources. 
 
Introduction 
Following a spate of optimistic, “everyday” cultural landscape studies at the end of the 
twentieth century, such as J.B. Jackson’s “odological” studies and Grady Clay’s study of 
roadside “strips,” automobile roads have largely disappeared from recent cultural 
landscape research [1,2]. This may in part be due to the fact that we no longer think about 
roads—and the cars they support—optimistically, but rather as contributors to global 
climate change.  Roads are “messy” cultural landscapes.  They are not based on 
traditional, time-honored human-land relationships. Instead, they represent a generic, 
global culture, and in fact often act as disruptors of other cultural landscapes—as 
conveyors of technology and dividers of habitat.  
 
Roads are also “messy” in that they don’t neatly fit into defined cultural landscape 
hierarchies. UNESCO defines cultural landscapes in three categories, as seen in Table 1 
[33].  Roads would appear to belong in the category of intentional, “clearly-defined 
landscapes.” However, they also share characteristics with “organically evolved 
landscapes,” and might be considered “continuing landscapes,” defined by social and 
economic imperatives of technology in response to the natural environment.  These 
imperatives, which include heroic scales of financing and construction, make roads both 
highly permanent landscapes yet also liable to change. High economic investment and 
large construction sites mean roads are often—but not always—more liable to be adapted 
than replaced or abandoned. The rapid pace of change in automobile technology and 
population growth and mobility) leading to increased roadway use are additional drivers 
of change and evolution. Stated another way, roads might be described as “fast change” 
landscapes. [4, 5]  
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The other issue that makes roads “messy” landscapes is that they are difficult to define: 
what is the resource? Is it the road, the right of way, the view from the road, or the 
landscape the road moves through? In a recent survey of roadway literature, 
Grazuleviciute-Vileniske and Matijosaitiene address these questions in a complex model, 
which may be simplified as follows: 
 
A. Road as cultural heritage  (“historic road”) 
B. Road landscape as cultural heritage (“significant context”) 
C. Cultural heritage in road landscape  (“historic objects next to road”) [6]  
 
The classification system Grazuleviciute-Vileniske and Matijosaitiene propose is perhaps 
most useful in that it helps determine what road features and elements are highly valued, 
and hence worthy of protection.  If the road is considered as cultural heritage, then 
engineering structures (bridges, culverts, curbs) are worthy; If the road’s surrounding 
landscape is considered as cultural heritage, then the landscape element in view from the 
road (hedgerows, fields, agricultural or other structures in view from the road) are the 
significant elements to be preserved; and if the road goes past cultural heritage elements, 
then cultural features next to the road (historic buildings, sites, monuments) are those 
elements targeted elements for preservation. However, this model has limitations, a key 
one being the fact that many roads exhibit characteristics of all three of these categories. 
Although Grazuleviciute-Vileniske and Matijosaitiene concede this, the “mixed road” 
classification is a small part of their classification framework. 
 
These issues—which are largely concerns about the relationship between a road and its 
surrounding context—make preserving historic road landscapes challenging. Change in 
the road may affect context and change in context may affect the road. When moving 
beyond documentation to active work, it is often only in rare cases where a road may be 
restored back to its historic conditions; more often preservation requires a transformation 
or adaptation in the way the road is constructed, used, or perceived. In this article, four 
case studies at local, regional, and national scales from the United States are used to 
discuss the ways change and context interrelate in the preservation treatment of road 
landscapes. The following case studies first classify the four roads and then describe how 
preservation efforts have resulted in adaptations or transformations of both the roads and 
of approaches to preservation practice.  
 
Case Study 1. Rim Rock Drive  
Rim Rock Drive, located in Fruita, Colorado is 22.42 miles long and can be classified as 
a historic road or a road that is cultural heritage. It is the primary means of experiencing 
Colorado National Monument [Figure 1].  Colorado National Monument is a relatively 
small (20,500 acres/8,300 ha) park established in 1911 to protect significant geological 
features of the Pre-Cambrian, Triassic, Jurassic, and Cretaceous periods.   Rim Rock 
Drive began as crude trail built by a park booster John Otto, but during the Depression 
the National Park Service (NPS), using labor from the Civilian Conservation Corps 
(CCC), extended and constructed Rim Rock Drive as a motor road. The road exhibits 
“heroic” engineering, scaling steep slopes; in its construction, large areas of rock were 
dynamited to create the roadbed and tunnel through cliffs; and large retaining walls were 
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built to pin the road to narrow ledges. Though relatively dry, the climate is characterized 
by brief but intense rainfalls, so over 200 culverts, approximately 10 per mile, both large 
and small, were constructed to move water across the roadway. The road is listed on the 
U.S. National Register of Historic Places and is historically significant for its distinctive 
construction and engineering and for its association with transportation and recreation 
during the years 1931-1950. 
 
The road has high integrity to the historic period and has experienced relatively little 
change, mostly “normal,” age-related deterioration and problems due to original 
construction flaws. These include undersized culverts and swales unable to adequately 
handle stormwater (a problem recognized since 1939). Traditional preservation 
treatment—based on identification and assessment of the road’s character-defining 
features—has been quite successful at maintaining the road. This work has included 
retaining wall repair, roadway resurfacing, and culvert repair and replacement. A major 
treatment success has been limiting guardrails to only the steepest sections of the road 
through negotiations made possible following the publication of Flexibility in Highway 
Design by the U.S. Department of Transportation Federal Highway Administration in the 
late 1990s. Consequently, there are a number of locations along this road where historic 
conditions that might be considered less safe have been preserved in order to maintain the 
road’s original driving experience.  
The major pressure on this road that has led to change has been population increase in 
surrounding areas.  In 2014, Colorado was 4th in rate of population growth in the U.S., 
primarily due to in-migration; the population of nearby Grand Junction has increased 
43% since 2000 [7]. This has led to increased longer distance tourism and increased local 
recreation: visitation in the park has been at record levels the past two years, meaning 
record numbers of visitors have traveled Rim Rock Drive. 
 
Two major transformations have occurred as a result of increased population, neither of 
which impact the fabric of the historic road per se.  First is a contextual transformation, 
as views and viewsheds have significantly changed, to include human settlement and 
pollution in the background of the geologic futures.  Such changes are perhaps more 
visible at night, when light pollution from high-pressure sodium lighting of parking lots 
and shopping centers—however beautiful or striking—changes the overall setting of the 
road, making it more Anthropocene than Pre-Cambrian.  Second, are unenvisioned new 
social uses. Colorado generally, and Grand Junction specifically, is known for its active 
citizenry and the road now hosts significant new uses of biking and running, both 
individual and group events, including a major annual marathon. The road is an almost 
perfect length for this event and boasts an interesting (and challenging, given the road’s 
2,000 foot elevation change) route for runners. Such uses seem to have less of an impact 
on the road’s fabric and preservation and more of an issue in terms of park staffing and 
support. As a public landscape, the park charges minimal or no fees for these uses.  
 
Case Study 2. Colonial Parkway  
Colonial Parkway is 23 miles long and can be classified as both a historic road and as a 
road that has cultural heritage in its landscape. It is located in Virginia, and was designed 
and constructed beginning in 1933 by the National Park Service as part of Colonial 
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National Historical Park. Using the Bronx River Parkway and the Mount Vernon 
Memorial Parkways as precedents the road was constructed as a state of the art “modern” 
parkway. However, it did not link parks, but rather three historic sites/landscapes: 
Jamestown (site of first English settlement in the United States in 1607); Williamsburg 
(Virginia’s colonial capitol) and Yorktown (site of Cornwallis’s surrender marking the 
end of the American Revolutionary War). At the time of its construction, Colonial 
Parkway was technologically innovative with an exposed aggregate surface and a three-
lane design. The three-lane design, without road striping, can be considered a “vestigial” 
design model, since it was later abandoned as road technology improved and a central 
median became standard. Other advanced or innovative features for the time included the 
road’s stream-lined, modern concrete bridges that carried the road over tidal estuaries. 
These modern bridges contrasted with the more picturesque, overpass bridges which were 
constructed of handmade Colonial-style brick, and were seen in the perspectival view 
down the road. Colonial Parkway was completed in two phases, from 1933 to 1941 and 
from 1946 to 1958, before and after World War II.  Notably, Stanley Abbott—who had 
“cut his teeth” working on the Westchester County Parkways for Gilmore Clarke prior to 
designing the Blue Ridge Parkway for the National Park Service in the 1930s—managed 
the second, post-war phase of the parkway’s construction. The road is historically 
significant for its distinctive construction and landscape architecture as well as for its 
associations with transportation and the historic preservation movement [8].  
 
Today, one of the major preservation issues for this primarily local road is population 
growth in the surrounding region. The road once passed through woodlands; now it 
passes through housing developments [Figure 2]. Such growth in the road’s landscape 
context has had two impacts: the first is use of portions of the road for commuting, 
particularly around the growing city of Williamsburg. The second is increased 
stormwater run-off due to increased impervious paving as a result of development. The 
road’s drainage system, mostly comprised of brick culverts sized 18 to 24 inches (45 to 
60 cm)  in diameter, was originally designed to handle rural stream flows. Today it 
cannot handle increased volumes, causing roadway flooding, significant stream bank 
erosion, and woodland degradation.  The National Park Service has used a traditional 
preservation approach of “rehabilitation”—upgrading culverts as infrastructure—to 
address this problem. This has included replacing historic culverts and drainage structures 
with new, larger culverts—in some cases more than twice the original size, particularly in 
key in key flood locations [9].  These culverts, though much larger and constructed of 
concrete are clad in brick. Their design has followed U.S. preservation guidelines as 
contained in the Secretary of Interior’s Standards for the Treatment of Historic 
Properties, in that they are compatible with the existing resource yet are clearly 
distinguishable as new construction (Secretary of the Interior) [10].  It is worth noting that 
this rehabilitation of the road’s drainage infrastructure is also mitigated by the fact that it 
is largely invisible, as culvert changes run parallel to the road and are out of the 
motorist’s viewshed. 
 
This case study shows how perception of a road can be transformed over time and how its 
use can be transformed through preservation treatment. Seen as a technological advance 
at the time of its construction, today Colonial Parkway is viewed as a historic roadway, 
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though parts of it, completed after World War II, are only barely 50 years old. Similarly, 
once a tourist and recreation route, portions of it are now seen as a commuting route. This 
is in contrast to Rim Rock Drive, where recreational uses have increased. Happily, 
traditional preservation techniques have facilitated changing uses while at the same time 
mitigating character change.   
 
Case Study 3. Lincoln Highway in Iowa 
 
As one of the first trans-continental highways in the United States, traversing 3,400 miles 
(5,470 km) across the United States, the Lincoln Highway can be considered to be a 
historic road or a road that is cultural heritage of the United States.  It was conceptualized 
in 1913 by a group of automobile industrialists headed by Carl G. Fisher, who organized 
the Lincoln Highway Association (LHA). The road was not federally funded, but instead 
financed by local chapters of the LHA and local (state and county) governments, who in 
some cases utilized existing roads and in others built new alignments.  The process often 
included the construction of “seedling miles” where road proponents built short, 1-mile 
segments using the most up-to-date road construction. Local governments could then 
implement or aspire to the preferred road standards, which included concrete paving, 
guardrails and plantings.  Perhaps the most famous seedling mile was located in Illinois 
and was designed by noted landscape architect Jens Jensen. The Lincoln Highway is 
significant in that it fostered an automobile culture, systemized and standardized road 
construction, and eventually helped lead to the 1956 Federal Highway Act and the U.S. 
Interstate System.  
 
In Iowa, approximately 300 miles (480 km) of Lincoln Highway was constructed, some 
along existing gravel routes and some along new alignments. The road was also rerouted 
numerous times as the Iowa Chapter of the LHA sought to determine the “best route” 
across the state. Eventually, the road was renumbered as U.S. Highway 30.  Although it 
became a well-known national route, after 1960, the Lincoln Highway in Iowa was 
overshadowed by Interstate Highway 80, which duplicated the Lincoln Highway route 40 
miles to the south. The Lincoln Highway subsequently became a regional route, primarily 
serving state audiences. Today it is historically significant for its association with 
transportation and the development of automobile culture in the United States for the 
years 1913 to 1956. 
 
Today, individual states have varying approaches to the preservation of the Lincoln 
Highway. In Iowa, state and county governments are active in the road’s preservation as 
is the Iowa Chapter of Lincoln Highway Association, which was re-established in 1992 to 
“preserve and restore the memory of the highway to celebrate its meaning and national 
significance.” In 2004, the Iowa Department of Transportation (IDOT) employed Iowa 
State University to map, analyze and create a corridor management plan for the historic 
roadway, addressing 3 main issues:  the road’s historic design and features; its roadside 
architecture, and adjacent development dating to 1913-28. Comparing existing conditions 
and historic photos, they correlated IDOT engineering elements with the Secretary of 
Interior’s aspects of integrity [1111]. This led to the identification of primary elements—
key to maintaining integrity and character, and secondary elements, which could 
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potentially be lost and still maintain integrity. Primary features included: alignment, 
association with the railroad, roadside vegetation, pavement material, width of the right-
of-way, ditch and shoulder material, associated utilities, and adjacent landscapes with 
high integrity of historic land use (e.g., agricultural use) [Figure 3].   Secondary features 
included pavement width, structures, appurtenances, ditch slopes, and adjacent 
landscapes with low integrity of historic adjacent land use. Mapping and planning 
required extensive stakeholder input and included consultations with county engineers, 
the Iowa Lincoln Highway Association; the Highway 30 Coalition (a local economic 
development group promoting development of a 4-lane highway); and focus groups of 
Iowa citizens (including farmers, commuters, recreational users). 
 
Keller and Butler’s Corridor Management Plan led to the designation of the Lincoln 
Highway as a Heritage Scenic Byway. Scenic Byways in the U.S. were a part of a 
national program of the Federal Highway Association (FHWA), which provided funding 
for road protection in the 1990s.  After 2012, the program was shifted to the states, and  
since 2006, the Lincoln Highway Byway in Iowa has been managed by a non-profit 
organization in conjunction with the Iowa Department of Transportation and local county 
engineers.  
 
Under the scenic byway model, preservation of the Lincoln Highway has been strongly 
focused on community/economic development through cultural heritage tourism. 
Although key engineering features (such as bridges and gravel segments) are preserved, 
the road has been transformed into a marketing tool to support local businesses and draw 
tourism to places bypassed by the interstate highway that runs to the south.  Studies in 
other states show byway designations increase tourism and tourism revenues, though 
exact economic benefits can be hard to quantify [1212].  In many ways, the Lincoln 
Highway today is as much an image or a brand as it is a place. Where historic elements 
are missing, the image of the roadway is kept alive via Lincoln Highway signage. In 
other places, social events, such as a 300-mile long rummage sale and an annual vintage 
car tour, keep the memory of Lincoln Highway alive. The image is further supported by 
numerous sanctioned and independent Lincoln Highway websites. Viewed on a smart 
phone, these sites obviate the need for physical interpretation and reach new audiences.  
Although the recasting of the Lincoln Highway as a “scenic byway” has not necessarily 
led to improved preservation of the physical road, it has significantly changed the way 
the road is valued and interpreted by the communities it passes through.  
 
Case Study 4.  Interstate 80 in Iowa 
Interstate 80 (I-80) replaced the Lincoln Highway as Iowa’s most important east-
west/trans-continental transportation road. The road, running 306 miles (492 km) through 
the state, was part of the Federal-Aid Highway Act of 1956 (also known as the National 
Interstate and Defense Highways Act), which provided $25 billion to build 41,000 miles 
of highway across the United States. Interstate-80 was designed to 1950s FHWA 
standards as a four-lane road with diamond and cloverleaf interchanges, efficient routing, 
long, spiral curves and services placed outside the right of way. The road was built over 
14 years, with its first sections completed in 1958, and its last sections in 1966.  By the 
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early 1980s, traffic volumes had reached design capacity and the road was reconstructed 
along its full length from 1985-1988 [Figure 4].  
 
I-80 is a significant cross-country route and carries large volumes of trucks and 
automobiles. In Iowa, it passes through one of the United States’ key farming regions, the 
“corn belt,” a vast landscape of corn and soybean fields, dotted with historic and 
contemporary agricultural structures. This landscape, though continuing in its evolution 
in terms of agricultural use, can be considered part of the United States’ agricultural 
heritage, as much as the road itself can be considered cultural heritage, expressing the 
country’s love of the automobile. 
 
In addition, at more than 50 years old, I-80, like the much of the rest of the Interstate 
System, is, according to U.S. preservation guidelines, technically “historic” and eligible 
for the U.S. National Register of Historic Places for its association with transportation 
history.  Recognizing both the eligibility of the interstate system and acknowledging the 
desire to update the roads to meet future transportation demands, on March 10, 2005, the 
Advisory Council for Historic Preservation adopted the “Section 106 Exemption 
Regarding Effects to the Interstate Highway System.” This agreement exempts I-80 and 
the rest of the Interstate System from Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation 
Act (NHPA), with the exception of key features along the route (mostly bridges, artwork, 
and significant engineering).[13] 
 
I-80 shows clearly the “messiness” of roads as cultural landscapes. Although it 
simultaneously exists as both a “historic landscape” and an “everyday/ordinary cultural 
landscape,” the “Section 106 Exemption” essentially ensures that I-80, like other 
interstates in the United States, will continue to change and transform to meet economic 
and functional imperatives of transporting more people and goods. Indeed, the current 
(2016) planning study and guidelines for the future of I-80 plan proposes to continue to 
expand the roadway, to include 6 lanes of traffic plus room for future expansion. 
 
However, in an effort to look at the preservation of this roadway differently, in 2004 
researchers at Iowa State University convinced the Iowa Department of Transportation 
(IDOT) to consider planning and preserving not just the road, but also the larger Iowa 
landscape it moves through in a 2006 Corridor Management Plan entitled “Maintaining 
the Image of Iowa.” Applying methods from landscape visual quality studies, this project 
sought to identify the significant natural and cultural resources that “contribute visually to 
the driving experience, reflect the culture and history of the state, and represent the 
natural and developed landscapes that typify Iowa.” [14] It surveyed a 3-mile wide 
corridor on both sides of the road: first documenting the elements of form, line, color and 
texture features that characterized the visual experience and then identifying economic, 
agrarian, cultural, ecological and transportation resources that characterized the past 
history and future development of the road. The plan also identified areas and guidelines 
for economic growth and urban development along the corridor, seeking to balance 
preservation of scenic and historic resources with growth and development, embracing 
the “old landscape” of Iowa and the “new landscape” of Iowa, and accepting the 
development of a “future landscape” of Iowa. Stated another way, the project sought to 
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identify the cultural significance not just of the past, but also of the present. This project 
is significant for roadway preservation because it sits in contrast to the idea of traditional 
preservation approaches. Instead of seeing history as contained in a set of static artifacts 
or viewsheds, the “Image of Iowa” plan incorporates history into a broader definition of 
culture and seeks to preserve an evolving culture and a changing landscape rather than a 




In conclusion, it is worth considering that these case studies address landscapes at or just 
under 100 years old, encompassing the lifespan of a (long-lived) human. These roads are 
indeed “fast-change” landscapes, and the idea of “preserving” them may actually be 
somewhat disingenuous. As I-80 in particular shows, the preservation of a road is 
actually never very far away from the next innovation in design. These cultural 
landscapes require preservationists to confront opposing ideals in design and preservation, 
as on the one side technology promotes change while on the other preservationists seek to 
freeze landscapes in time. Automobile roads make it difficult for preservationists to 
romanticize the past; instead, they require designers, planners, and road users to 
juxtapose the past and the future, because roads are both ordinary landscapes in their 
usage yet can be extraordinary in their design. And roads make it difficult to isolate and 
draw boundaries around cultural landscapes because they run through landscapes, both 
metaphorically and physically.  Context and change are probably the two greatest 
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